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Abstract

The notion of aZ-algebra has a non-linear analogue, whose purpose it is to control operations
on commutative rings rather than linear operations on abelian groups. Theseplethoriescan also
be considered non-linear generalizations of cocommutative bialgebras. We establish a number
of category-theoretic facts about plethories and their actions, including a Tannaka–Krein-style
reconstruction theorem. We show that the classical ring of Witt vectors, with all its concomitant
structure, can be understood in a formula-free way in terms of a plethystic version of an affine
blow-up applied to the plethory generated by the Frobenius map. We also discuss the linear
and infinitesimal structure of plethories and explain how this gives Bloch’s Frobenius operator
on the de Rham–Witt complex.
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Consider an example from arithmetic. Letp be a prime number. Recall that for
(commutative) ringsR, the ringW(R) of (p-typical) Witt vectors is usually defined to
be the unique ring structure on the setRN which is functorial inR and such that the map
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is a ring homomorphism, the target having the usual, product ring structure. IfR is a
perfect field of characteristicp, thenW(R) is the unique complete discrete valuation
ring whose maximal ideal is generated byp and whose residue field isR. However,
in almost all other cases,W(R) is pathological by the usual standards of commutative
algebra. For example,W(Fp[x]) is not noetherian.
It is nevertheless an established fact thatW(R) is an important object. For exam-

ple, if R is the coordinate ring of a smooth affine variety over a perfect field of
characteristicp, there is a certain quotient of the de Rham complex ofW(R), called
the de Rham–Witt complex ofR, whose cohomology is naturally the crystalline co-
homology ofR. But it is not at all clear from the definition above what the proper
way to think aboutW(R) is, much less why it is even reasonable to consider it in
the first place. The presence of certain natural structure, for example, a multiplicative
map R → W(R) and a ring mapW(R) → W(W(R)) adds to the mystery. And so
we have a question: is there a definition given purely in terms of algebraic struc-
ture rather than somewhat mysterious formulas, and is there a point of view from
which this definition will be seen as routine and not the result of some intangible
inspiration?
The purpose of this paper is to discuss an algebraic theory of which a particu-

lar instance gives a formal answer to these questions and to write down some basic
definitions and facts. For any (commutative) ringk, we define ak-plethory to be a
commutativek-algebra together with a comonad structure on the covariant functor it
represents, much as ak-algebra is the same as ak-module that represents a comonad.
So, just as ak-algebra is exactly the structure that knows how to act on ak-module,
a k-plethory is the structure that knows how to act on a commutativek-algebra. It is
not so surprising that this analogy extends further:

Linear/k Non-linear/k

k-modulesM Commutativek-algebrasR
k-k-bimodulesN k-k-birings S
Homk(N,M) Homk-alg(S, R)
N ⊗k M S �k R

k = ⊗-unit k[e] = �-unit
k-algebrasA k-plethoriesP
A-modules P-rings

A-A′-bimodules P-P ′-birings

This is explained in Section 1. In fact, as Bergman has informed us, this picture
has been known in the universal-algebra community, under quite similar terminology
and notation, since Tall and Wraith’s paper[19] in 1970. (See also[23,2].) For those
familiar with their work, parts of the first sections will be very familiar.
The description of the ring of Witt vectors from this point of view is that there is

a Z-plethory�p, andW(R) is simply the�p-ring co-induced from the ringR (which
observation allows us to define a Witt ring for any plethory), and so the only thing left
is to give a natural construction of�p. This is done by a process we callamplification
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and which is formally similar to performing an affine blow-up in commutative algebra.
We will give some idea of this procedure below.
In Section 2, we give some examples of plethories. The most basic is the symmetric

algebraS(A) of any cocommutative bialgebraA; in particular, ifA is a group algebra
ZG, thenS(A) is the free polynomial algebra on the set underlyingG. These plethories
are less interesting because their actions on rings can be described entirely in terms
of the original bialgebraA; for example, an action of the plethoryS(ZG) is the same
as an action of the groupG. But even in this case, there can be more maps between
two such plethories than there are between the bialgebras, and in some sense, this is
ultimately responsible for existence of�p and hence thep-typical Witt ring.
The ring� of symmetric functions in infinitely many variables is a better example.

The composition law of� is given by the operation known as plethysm in the theory
of symmetric functions and is what gives plethories their name. An action of� on a
ring R is the same as a�-ring structure onR, and in contrast to plethories of the form
S(A), a �-action cannot in general be described in terms of a bialgebra action. We
also give an explicit description of�p, the plethory responsible for thep-typical Witt
ring, in terms of symmetric functions. Of course, this description is really quite close
to a standard treatment of the Witt ring and is still a bit unsatisfying. In Section 3, we
give explicit examples ofP-Witt rings for various plethoriesP.
In Section 4, we discuss the restriction, induction, and co-induction functors for a

morphismP → Q of plethories, and we state the reconstruction theorem. As always,
the content of such a theorem is entirely category theoretic (Beck’s theorem). All the
same, the result is worth stating:

Theorem. Let C be a category that has all limits and colimits, let U be a functor
from C to the category of rings. If U has both a left and a right adjoint and has
the property that a map f inC is an isomorphism ifU(f ) is, thenC is the category
of P-rings for a unique k-plethory P, and under this identification, U is the forgetful
functor from P-rings to rings.

In Section 7, we explain amplification, the blow-up-like process we mentioned above.
Let O be a Dedekind domain, for example the ring of integers in a local or global
field or the coordinate ring of a smooth curve. Letm be an ideal inO, let P be
an O-plethory, letQ be anO/m-plethory, and letP → Q be a surjective map of
plethories. We say aP-ring R is a P-deformation of a Q-ringif it is m-torsion-free
and the action ofP on R/mR factors through the mapP → Q.

Theorem. There is anO-plethoryP ′ that is universal among those that are equipped
with a map from P making them P-deformations of Q-rings. Furthermore, P ′ has the
property that P-deformations of Q-rings are the same asP ′-rings that arem-torsion-
free.

We sayP ′ is the amplification ofP alongQ.
In Sections 8–11, we define what could be called the linearization of a plethoryP. It

involves two structures:AP , the set of elements ofP that act additively on anyP-ring,
andCP , the cotangent space to the spectrum ofP at 0.
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Theorem. Both AP and CP are (generally non-commutative) algebras equipped with
maps from k, and under certain flatness or splitting hypotheses, the following hold: AP

is a cocommutative twisted k-bialgebra, there is a coaction ofAP on the algebraCP ,
and the mapAP → CP is AP -coequivariant.

We stop short of investigating representations of such linear structures.
If R→ R′ is a map ofP-rings with kernelI, then all that remains on the conormal

moduleI/I2 of the action ofP is an action ofCP . In particular,CP acts on the Kähler
differentials of anyP-ring. In the special case whenP = �p andR = W(S), for some
ring S, this additional structure is essentially a lift of Bloch’s Frobenius operator on
the de Rham–Witt complex.
The final section of the paper is the reason why the others exist, and we encourage

the reader to look at it first. Here, we consider�p and other classical constructions
from the point of view of the general theory. For example, we give a satisfying con-
struction of�p: Let Fp〈e〉 be the trivialFp-plethory; its bialgebra of additive elements
has a canonical deformation to aZ-bialgebra, and letP be the freeZ-plethory on
this. Then�p is the amplification ofP along Fp〈e〉. Essentially the same procedure,
applied to rings of integers in general number fields, gives at once ramified and twisted
generalizations.
An action of this amplification on ap-torsion-free ringR is, essentially by definition,

the same as a lift of the Frobenius endomorphism ofR/pR. The content of the state-
ment that the�p-ring co-induced byR agrees with the classicalW(R) is ultimately just
Cartier’s Dieudonné–Dwork lemma. Thus it would be accurate to view amplifications
as the framework where Joyal’s approach to the classical Witt vectors[10] naturally
lives.
The last section also has explicit descriptions of the linearizations of�p, �, and

similar plethories.
On a final note, this paper does not even contain the basics of the theory, and there

are still many simple mysteries. For example, the existence of non-linear plethories,
those that do not come from (possibly twisted) bialgebras, may be a purely arithmetic
phenomenon: we know of no non-linear plethory over aQ-algebra. For a broader
example, the category ofP-rings is, on the one hand, a generalization of the category
of rings and, on the other, an analogue of the category of modules over an algebra. And
so it is natural to ask which notions in commutative algebra and algebraic geometry
can be generalized toP-rings for generalP and, in the other direction, which notions in
the theory of modules over algebras have analogues in the theory actions of plethories
on rings. It would be quite interesting to see how far these analogies can be taken.

0. Conventions

The wordring is short for commutative ring, but we make no commutativity restric-
tion on the wordalgebra. A k-ring is then a commutativek-algebra. All these objects
are assumed to be associative and unital, and all morphisms are unital.Ringk denotes
the category ofk-rings.
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We use the language of coalgebras extensively; Dăsc̆alescu, N̆ast̆asescu, and Raianu’s
book [5] is more than enough.
For categorical terminology, we refer to Mac Lane’s book[14]. In particular, we find

it convenient to writeC(X, Y ) for the set of morphisms between objectsX andY of a
categoryC.
N denotes the set{0,1,2, . . .}.

1. Plethories and the composition product

Let k, k′, k′′ be rings.
A k-k-biring is a k-ring that represents a functorRingk → Ringk. Composition of

such functors yields a monoidal structure on the category ofk-k-birings. We then define
a k-plethory to be a monoid in this category, much as one could define ak-algebra to
be a monoid in the category ofk-k-bimodules. Finally, the category ofk-k-birings acts
on the category ofk-rings, and we define aP-ring to be a ring together with an action
of the k-plethoryP.
We spell this out in some detail and give a number of immediate consequences of the

definitions. We also give many examples in this section, but they are all trivial, and so
the reader may want to look ahead at the more interesting examples in Sections 2 and 3.

1.1.A k-k′-biring is a k-ring S, together with a lift of the covariant functor it represents
to a functorRingk → Ringk′ . Equivalently, it is the structure onS of a k′-ring object in
the opposite category ofRingk. Or in Grothendieck’s terminology, this is the structure
on SpecS of a commutativek′-algebra scheme over Speck. Explicitly, S is a k-ring
with the following additional maps (all ofk-rings except (3)):

(1) coaddition: a cocommutative coassociative map�+: S → S ⊗k S for which there
exists a counitε+: S → k and an antipode�: S → S,

(2) comultiplication: a cocommutative coassociative map�×: S → S⊗k S which codis-
tributes over�+ and for which there exists a counitε×: S → k,

(3) co-k′-linear structure: a map�: k′ → Ringk(S, k) of rings, where the ring structure
on Ringk(S, k) is given by (1) and (2).

Note that, as usual,ε+, �, and ε× are unique if they exist. Also note that omitting
axiom (3) leaves us with the notion ofk-Z-biring. Finally, in the case ofk-plethories,
we will take k = k′, but at this point it is best to keep the roles separate.
A morphism of k-k′-birings is a map ofk-rings which preserves all the structure

above. The category ofk-k′-birings is denotedBRk,k′ . Given a mapk′′ → k′, we can
view a S as ak-k′′-biring, which we still denoteS, somewhat abusively.
Let � and �′ be rings, and letT be a�-�′-biring. A morphismS → T of birings is

the following data: a ring mapk→ �, a ring mapk′ → �′, and a map�⊗k S → T of �-
k′-birings. The category of birings is denotedBR. When necessary, we will distinguish
the structure maps of birings by using subscripts:�+S , ε

×
S , and so on. We will also often

use without comment the notation�+p =∑i p
(1)
i ⊗p

(2)
i and�×p =∑i p

[1]
i ⊗p

[2]
i .
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1.2. Examples.
(1) k itself is the initial k-k′-biring, representing the constant functor giving the zero

ring.
(2) Let k〈e〉 denote thek-k-biring that represents the identity functor onRingk. Thus

k〈e〉 is canonically the ringk[e] with �+(e) = e⊗1+1⊗e,�×(e) = e⊗e,�(c)(e) =
c (and ε+(e) = 0, ε×(e) = 1,�(e) = −e).

(3) If k′ is finite, then the collection of set mapsk′ → k is naturally ak-k′-biring. The
k-ring structure is given by pointwise addition and multiplication, and the coring
structure is given by the ring structure onk′. For example,�+ is the composite
kk
′ → kk

′×k′ = kk
′ ⊗kk

′
, where the first map is given by addition onk′. If k′ is not

finite, there are topological issues, which could surely be avoided by considering
pro-representable functors fromRingk to Ringk′ .

Recall that the action of ak-algebraA on ak-moduleM can be given in three ways:
as a mapA⊗kM → M, as a mapM → Modk(A,M), or as a mapA→ Modk(M,M).
In fact, we have the same choices when defining the multiplication map onA itself. The
Witt vector approach to operations on rings follows the second, comonadic model, but
we will follow the first, monadic one. The third approach encounters the topological
problems mentioned in the example above.
We now define the analogue of the tensor product.

1.3.Functor−�k′ −:BRk,k′ ×Ringk′ → Ringk. TakeS ∈ BRk,k′ andR ∈ Ringk′ . Then
S �k′ R is defined to be thek-ring generated by symbolss � r, for all s ∈ S, r ∈ R,
subject to the relations (for alls, s′ ∈ S, r, r ′ ∈ R, c ∈ k′)

ss′ � r = (s � r)(s′ � r), (s + s′)� r = (s � r)+ (s′ � r), c � r = c (1.3.1)

and

s � (r + r ′) = �+S (s)(r, r
′) :=

∑
i

(s
(1)
i � r)(s

(2)
i � r ′),

s � (rr ′) = �×S (s)(r, r
′) :=

∑
i

(s
[1]
i � r)(s

[2]
i � r ′),

s � c = �(c)(s). (1.3.2)

This operation is called thecomposition productand is clearly functorial in bothR
andS.

As in linear algebra, where a tensora ⊗ b reminds us of the formal composition of
operatorsa and b or the formal evaluation of an operatora at b, the symbols � r

is intended to remind us of the compositions ◦ r of possibly non-linear functions or
the formal evaluation of a functions at r. Thus the meaning of (1.3.1) is that ring
operations on functions are defined pointwise, and the meaning of (1.3.2) is that there
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is extra structure on our ring of functions that controls how they respect sums, products,
and constant functions. For example, ifS is the biring of 1.2(3), the evaluation map
S �k′ k′ → k given by s � r �→ s(r) is a well-defined ring map.

1.4. Proposition. Let S be a k-k′-biring. The functorS �k′ − is the left adjoint of
Ringk(S,−).

In other words, forR1 ∈ Ringk, R2 ∈ Ringk′ we have

Ringk(S �k′ R2, R1) = Ringk′(R2,Ringk(S, R1)).

The proof is completely straightforward. We leave it, as well as the task of specifying
the unit and counit of the adjunction, to the reader.

1.5. Examples.
(1) There are natural identificationsS �k′ k′〈e〉 = S, k′〈e〉 �k′ R = R, S �k′ k′ = k,

and k �k′ R = k.
(2) If k′ → �′ is a ring map, then�′〈e〉 �k′ R = �′ ⊗k′ R.
(3) k-�′-biring structures onS compatible with the givenk-k′-biring structure are the

same, under adjunction, as mapsS �k′ �′ → k of k-rings.
(4) If k→ � is a ring map, we have(�⊗k S)�k′ R = �⊗k (S �k′ R).
(5) The composition product distributes over arbitrary tensor products:

(⊗
Si

)
�k′ R =

⊗
(Si �k′ R) ,

S �k′
(⊗

Ri

)
=
⊗

(S �k′ Ri) .

1.6. If R is not only ak′-ring but ak′-k′′-biring, then the functor

Ringk(S �k′ R,−) = Ringk′(R,Ringk(S,−))

naturally takes values ink′′-rings, and soS�k′R is naturally ak-k′′-biring. One can also
see this directly in terms of the structure maps�+ and so on by using the fact that the
composition product distributes over tensor products. Ifk = k′ = k′′, the composition
product gives a monoidal structure on the category ofk-k-birings with unitk〈e〉 = k[e]
of 1.2. As is generally true with composition or the tensor product of bimodules, this
monoidal structure not symmetric.

1.7. Remark. Note that, in contrast to the analogous statement for bimodules, it is
generally not true that ak-k′′-biring structure onR inducesk′-k′′-biring structure on
the k-ring Ringk(S, R).
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1.8. A k-plethory is a monoid in the category ofk-k-birings, that is, it is a biringP
equipped with an associative map of birings◦:P �k P → P and unitk〈e〉 → P . For
example,k〈e〉 = k[e] with ◦ taken as in 1.5(1) (that is, composition of polynomials)
is a k-plethory. The image ofe under the unit mapk〈e〉 → P is denotede (or eP );
together with◦, it gives the set underlyingP a monoid structure. The ringk is called
the ring of scalarsof P.
If P ′ is a k′-plethory, a morphismP → P ′ of plethories is a morphismk → k′

plus a morphism�:P → P ′ of birings which is also a morphism of monoids. This is
equivalent to requiring that

k′〈e〉 �k P �k P

��1
��

1�◦

��

P ′ �k P P ′ �k′ k′〈e〉 �k P

1��
��

P ′ �k′ P ′

◦
��

k′〈e〉 �k P k′ ⊗k P

�
�� P ′

be a commutative diagram ofk′-k-birings. If k = k′, the diagram simplifies to the
obvious one. If we are already given a mapk → k′, then we will always assume the
map of scalars is the same as the given map. It is easy to see thatk〈e〉 is the initial
k-plethory andZ〈e〉 is the initial plethory.

1.9. A (left) action of P on a k-ring R is defined as usual in the theory of monoidal
categories; in this case it means a map◦:P �R→ R such that(� ◦�) ◦ r = � ◦ (� ◦ r)
and e ◦ r = r for all �,� ∈ P, r ∈ R. We also denote� ◦ r by �(r). A P-ring is a
k-ring equipped with an action ofP. (There is no danger of a conflict in terminology
with a ring equipped with a ring map fromP because we never use such structures in
this paper.) A morphism ofP-rings is a map of rings that makes the obvious diagram
commute; equivalently, it is a map of rings that isP-equivariant as a map of sets acted
on by the monoid (P, ◦). The category ofP-rings is denotedRingP .
If S is a k-k′-biring, we sayP acts on Sas ak-k′-biring if ◦:P �S → S is a map of

k-k′-birings. Such an action is the same as a functorial collection ofk′-ring structures
on the setsRingP (S, R) such that the mapsRingP (S, R) ↪→ Ringk(S, R) are maps of
k′-rings.
A right action of a k′-plethory P ′ on a k-k′-biring is a map◦:R �k′ P ′ → R of

k-k′-birings compatible with◦ and e in the obvious way. A map of rightP ′-rings
is P ′-equivariant map ofk-k′-birings. A P-P ′-biring is a k-k′-biring equipped with a
left action of P as ak-k′ biring and a commuting right action ofP ′. The category
of P-P ′-birings is denotedBRP,P ′ , morphisms being maps of birings that are both
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P-equivariant andP ′-equivariant. AP-P ′-biring is the same as a represented functor
RingP → RingP ′ .

1.10. A k-plethory structure on ak-k-biring P is the same as a monad structure on
the functorP �k − and, by adjunction, also the same as a comonad structure on the
functor Ringk(P,−). An action of P on R is the same as the structure onR of an
algebra over the monad or a coalgebra over the comonad.
Thus RingP has all limits and colimits, the forgetful functorU :RingP → Ringk

preserves them, and the functorsP �k − andRingk(P,−) lift to give left and, respec-
tively, right adjoints toU. (These functors could well be called restriction, induction,
and co-induction for the mapk〈e〉 → P . We postpone the treatment of these functors
for general maps of plethories until section four.) In particular, the underlyingk-ring
of a (co)limit of P-rings is the (co)limit in that category and there exists a unique
compatibleP-ring structure on it. We give a converse to all this in Section4.
We often denote the functorRingk(P,−) by WP (−) and call theP-ring WP (R) the

P-Witt ring of R. The reason for this terminology will be made clear in Section3.

1.11. Examples.
(1) If k is finite, the biring of set mapsk → k is a k-plethory, with ◦ given by

composition of functions. In particular, 0 is a plethory over the ring 0. It is the
terminal plethory, and of course the only 0-ring is 0.

(2) A plethory P clearly acts on itself on the left (and also the right). It is in fact
the freeP-ring on one element: morphisms inRingP from P to another object are
the same as elements of the underlying ring, a map�:P → R corresponding to
the element�(e) in R, and an elementr ∈ R corresponding to the map� �→ �(r).
The morphismsP → k corresponding tor = 0 and r = 1 are ε+ and ε×. More
generally, the morphismP → k corresponding toc ∈ k is �(c).

(3) The identificationP �k k = k is an action ofP on k, and if R is anyP-ring, the
structure mapk → R is a map ofP-rings simply by the third relation of (1.3.2).
Therefore,k is the initial P-ring. Similarly, the identificationk �k P = k gives k
the structure of aP-P-biring, and it is the initialP-P-biring.

(4) If k′ is a P-ring, the naturalk′-map

(k′ ⊗k P )�k k
′ = k′ ⊗k (P �k k

′)→ k′

gives (by 1.5)k′⊗k P the structure of ak′-k′-biring. We will see below thatk′⊗k P

even has a naturalk′-plethory structure.

1.12. Proposition. Let P be a k-plethory. Then the k-ring morphisms�+P , �×P , ε
+
P ,

and ε×P are in fact P-ring morphisms. For anyA ∈ RingP , the unit �A: k → A and
multiplicationmA:A⊗k A→ A are P-ring morphisms.

Proof. The unit and counits were discussed in 1.11(3) and (2). Multiplication is the
coproduct of the identity with itself.
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By 1.11(2), theP-ring P represents the forgetful functorU ′ from RingP to the
category of sets andP ⊗k P represents the functorU ′ × U ′. But these factor through
the category of rings, and so there are natural transformationsU ′ × U ′ → U ′, one
for addition and one for multiplication. Thus there are mapsP → P ⊗k P in RingP .
The one for addition is the map that sendse to 1⊗ e + e ⊗ 1, and thus sends� to
�+(�)(1⊗ e, e ⊗ 1) = �+(�). Similarly, the one for multiplication is�×. �

1.13. Base change of plethories.If k′ is a P-ring, then thek′-k-biring k′ ⊗k P has a
k′-k′-biring structure (1.11). Even further, thek′-ring map (using 1.5(4))

(k′ ⊗k P )�k (k
′ ⊗k P ) = k′ ⊗k (P �k (k

′ ⊗k P ))
1⊗◦−→ k′ ⊗k (k

′ ⊗k P )−→ k′ ⊗k P

descends to a map

(k′ ⊗k P )�k′ (k
′ ⊗k P )−→ k′ ⊗k P,

which givesk′ ⊗k P the structure of ak′-plethory.
Conversely, ifk′ ⊗P is a k′-plethory, thenP acts onk′ by way of k′ ⊗P . Note that

not only does the plethory structure onk′ ⊗ P depend on the action ofP on k′, there
may not exist even one such action. For example, there is no action of theZ-plethory
�p (of 2.13) onFp.
We leave it as an exercise to show that ak′ ⊗ P -action on ak′-ring R is the same

as aP-action on the underlyingk-ring compatible with the given action onk′.

2. Examples of plethories

Before continuing with the theory, let us give some basic examples of plethories.

2.1. Free plethory on a biring.Let k be a ring, and letS be a k-k-biring. There is a
plethystic analogue of the tensor algebra: ak-plethoryQ, with a k-k-biring mapS → Q,
which is initial in the category of such plethories.
Put

Q =
⊗
n�0

S�n.

The system of maps

S�i � S�j −→ S�(i+j)

(s1� · · · � si)� (t1� · · · � tj ) �→ s1� · · · � si � t1� · · · � tj
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induces a map

Q�Q =
⊗
i,j

S�i � S�j −→
⊗
n

S�n = Q,

which is clearly associative. This givesQ the structure of ak-plethory with a map
k〈e〉 = S�0→ Q of k-plethories.
A Q-action on a ringR is then the same as a mapS � R→ R of rings.

2.2. Free plethory on a cocommutative bialgebra.First, let A be a cocommutative
coalgebra overk; denote its comultiplication map by� and its counit byε. The
symmetric algebraS(A) of A, viewed as ak-module, is of course ak-ring, but the
following gives it the structure of ak-k-biring:
Coadditive structure: The coaddition map�+ is the one induced by the linear map

A−→ S(A)⊗ S(A), a �→ a ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ a.

The additive counitε+: S(A)→ k is the map induced by the zero mapA→ k.

Comultiplicative structure: �× is the map induced by the linear map

A
�−→A⊗ A−→ S(A)⊗ S(A),

where the right map is the tensor square of the canonical inclusion. The multiplicative
counit ε×: S(A)→ k is the composite map

S(A)
S(ε)−→ S(k) = k〈e〉 ε

×
k〈e〉−→ k.

Co-k-linear structure: The map

S(A)�Z k−→ k〈e〉 �Z k−→ k〈e〉 �k k = k

gives S(A) a k-k-biring structure by 1.5.

2.3. IsomorphismS(A)� S(B)→ S(A⊗ B) of k-k-birings. Let B be another cocom-
mutativek-coalgebra, and letR be ak-ring. Then we have

Ringk(S(A)� S(B), R) = Ringk(S(B),Ringk(S(A), R))

= Modk(B,Modk(A,R)) = Modk(A⊗ B,R)

= Ringk(S(A⊗ B),R)
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and hence a natural isomorphismS(A)�S(B)�S(A⊗B) of k-rings. Explicitly, [a]�[b]
corresponds to[a ⊗ b], where [a] denotes the image ofa under the natural inclusion
A → S(A) and likewise for [b]. We leave the task of showing this is a map of
k-k-birings to the reader.

2.4. It follows that the comultiplication and the counit induce maps

S(A)−→ S(A)� S(A),

S(A)−→ k〈e〉

that giveS(A) the structure of a commutative comonoid inBRk,k.

2.5. Now supposeA is a bialgebra, that is,A is equipped with maps

A⊗ A−→A,

k−→A

of k-coalgebras makingA a monoid in the category ofk-coalgebras. By the discussion
above, this makesS(A) a monoid in the category of cocommutative comonoids in
BRk,k. It is in particular ak-plethory. (It could reasonably be called a cocommutative
bimonoid in BRk,k—its additional structure is the analogue of the structure added to
an algebra to make it a cocommutative bialgebra—but because� is not a symmetric
operation on all ofBRk,k, this terminology could be confusing.)

2.6. Remark. Given a k-ring R, an action of the plethoryS(A) on R is the same as
an action of the bialgebraA on R. We leave the precise formulation and proof of this
to the reader. It may be worth noting that anyk-ring admits anS(A)-action in a trivial
way. This is true by the previous remark or by using the natural mapS(A)→ k〈e〉 of
k-plethories. It is false for general plethories.

2.7. Examples.
(1) If A is the group algebrakG of a group (or monoid)G, then S(A) is the free

polynomial algebra on the set underlyingG. For any g ∈ G, the corresponding
element inS(A) is “ring-like”: �+(g) = g ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ g and �×(g) = g ⊗ g. An
action of the plethoryS(A) on a ringR is the same as an action ofG on R.

(2) Let g be a Lie algebra overk, and letA be its universal enveloping algebra. Then
for all x ∈ g, the corresponding elementx ∈ S(A) is “derivation-like”: �+(x) =
x ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ x and�×(x) = x ⊗ e+ e⊗ x. If g is the one-dimensional Lie algebra
spanned by an elementd, thenS(A) = k[d◦N] := k[e, d, d ◦d, . . .], andS(A)-rings
are the same ask-rings equipped with a derivation.

2.8. Remark.Because of the identificationS(A)�kS(B)→ S(A⊗B), there is a natural
isomorphismS(A) �k S(B) → S(B) �k S(A) of k-k-birings given by the canonical
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interchange map on the tensor product. Explicitly, it exchanges[a]� [b] and [b]� [a],
wherea ∈ A, b ∈ B. There is no functorial mapS � T → T � S for k-k-birings S and
T that agrees with the previous map whenS andT come from bialgebras. For example,
take S = Z[d◦N] and T = �p below.

2.9. Hopf algebras.An antipodes:A→ A gives a mapS(A)→ S(A) of k-k-birings,
making S(A) what could be called a cocommutative Hopf monoid inBRk,k.

2.10. Symmetric functions and�-rings. Let � be the ring of symmetric functions in
countably many variables, i.e., writing�n for the sub-graded-ring ofZ[x1, . . . , xn]
(degxi = 1) of elements invariant under the obvious action of then-th symmetric
group, we let� be the inverse limit of

· · · −→�n−→�n−1−→ · · · .

in the category of graded rings. The map above sendsxn to 0 and sends any other
xi to xi . Of course,� is the free polynomial algebra on the elementary symmetric
functions [15, I.2], but there are many other free generating sets, and making this or
any other particular choice would leave us with the usual formulaic mess in the theory
of �-rings and Witt vectors.

The ring� naturally has the structure of a plethory overZ. Because all the structure
maps are already described at various points in the second edition of MacDonald[15],
we give only the briefest descriptions here:
Coadditive structure[15, I.5 ex. 25]: For f ∈ �, consider the function

�+(f ) = f (x1⊗ 1,1⊗ x1, x2⊗ 1,1⊗ x2, . . .)

in the variablesxi ⊗ xj , (i, j�1). It is symmetric in both factors, and so�+ is a ring
map�→ �⊗Z �. The counitε+:�→ k sendsf to f (0,0, . . .).
Comultiplicative structure[15, I.7 ex. 20]: Similarly, consider the function

�×(f ) = f (. . . , xi ⊗ xj , . . .)

in the variablesxi ⊗ xj . As before, it is symmetric in both factors, and so�× is a
map�→ �⊗Z �. The counitε× : �→ k sendsf to f (1,0,0, . . .).
Monoid structure[15, I.8]: For f, g ∈ �, the operation known as plethysm defines

f ◦g: Supposeg has only non-negative coefficients, and writeg as a sum of monomials
with coefficient 1 in the variablesxi . Thenf ◦g is the symmetric function obtained by
substituting these monomials into the argumentsx1, x2, · · · of f. This gives a monoid
structure with identityx1+x2+· · · on the set of elements with non-negative coefficients,
and this extends to a uniqueZ-plethory structure on all of�.
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2.11. Remark.By the theorem of elementary symmetric functions[15, I2.4], we have

� = Z[�1, �2, . . .],

where �1 = x1 + x2 + · · · , �2 = x1x2 + x1x3 + x2x3 + · · · , . . . are the elementary
symmetric functions. Any�-ring R therefore has unary operations�1, �2, . . .. It is an
exercise in definitions to show that in this way, a�-ring structure on a ringR is the
same as a�-ring structure (which, in Grothendieck’s original terminology[1], is called
a special�-ring structure). This was in fact one of the principal examples in Tall and
Wraith’s paper[19].

Let 	n denote thenth Adams operation:

	n = xn1 + xn2 + · · · .

The elementsw1, w2, . . . of � determined by the relations

	n =
∑
d|n

dw
n/d
d for all n ∈ N (2.11.1)

also form a free generating set. This is easy to check using the following identity:

∑
n�0

(−1)n�ntn =
∏
i�1

(1− xit) = exp


−∑

n�1

1

n
	nt

n


 = ∏

n�1

(1− wnt
n).

The wi are responsible for the Witt components, as we will see in the next section.

2.12. Remark.There is also a description of� in terms of the representations of the
symmetric groups[15, I.7]. Let Rn denote the representation ring ofSn, the symmetric
group onn letters. The mapsSn×Sm → Sn+m, Sn → Sn×Sn, andSn �Sm = Sn�Snm →
Smn induce maps between theRn by restriction and induction, and these make up a
plethory structure on

⊕
n�0Rn agreeing with that on�. This is one natural way to

view � when studying its action on Grothendieck groups (see, e.g.[6]).
We do not yet know if similar constructions in other areas of representation theory

also yield plethories.

2.13. p-typical symmetric functions. Let p be a prime number, and setF = 	p. Then
Z〈F 〉 := Z[e, F, F ◦F, . . .] is a subring of�, and becauseF is ring-like, it is actually a
sub-Z-plethory. It is also the free plethory on the bialgebra associated to the monoidN.
We will denote it
p, and we will see later that it accounts for the ghost components
of the p-typical Witt vectors.
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Now let �p be the subring of� consisting of elementsf for which there exists an
i ∈ N such thatpif ∈ 
p. Then�p is a sub-Z-plethory of�, and is what we call
the plethory ofp-typical symmetric functions.
For all n ∈ N, let �n = wpn . Then (2.11.1) becomes

F ◦n = �p
n

0 + · · · + pn�n (2.13.1)

and therefore�0, �1, . . . lie in �p. Conversely, because we have

� = Z[�0, �1, . . .][wn | n is not a power ofp],

we see�p = Z[�0, �1, . . .].

2.14.Binomial plethory.Because� is a Z-plethory, the ringZ of integers is a�-ring.
The ideal in� of elements that act as the constant function 0 is generated by the set
{	n − e | n�1}. The quotient ring is still a plethory, and an action of it on a ringR is
the same as givingR the structure of a�-ring whose Adams operations are the identity.
This has been shown by Jesse Elliott (unpublished) to be the same as a binomial�-ring
structure[11, p. 9] on R.
This plethory can also be interpreted as the set of functionsZ → Z that can be

expressed as polynomials with rational coefficients[2].

3. Examples of Witt rings

Let k be a ring. Recall that ifP is a k-plethory, thenWP (R) denotes theP-ring
Ringk(P,R). BecauseWP is the right adjoint of the forgetful functor fromP-rings to
rings, there is a natural mapWP → WP (WP (R)), which in the case of the classical
plethories is sometimes called the Artin–Hasse map.

3.1. Bialgebras.Let P be the freek-plethory (2.2) on a cocommutativek-bialgebra
A. Then we haveWP (B) = Modk(A,B). If A is finitely generated as ak-module,
WP (B) is justB⊗k A

∗, whereA∗ denotes the dual bialgebra Modk(A, k). We leave it
to the reader to verify that, in this case, the mapWP (B)−→WP (WP (B)) is nothing
but the comultiplication map on this bialgebra. For example, ifA is the group algebra
of a finite groupG, then we haveWP (B) = BG and the map above is the map
BG → BG×G = BG ⊗B BG induced by the multiplication onG.

3.2. Symmetric functions. Because� = Z[�1, . . .], the setW�(B) is just
∏

n>0B,
and it is easy to check that, as a group, we haveW�(B) = 1+ xB[[x]], where the
group operation on the right is multiplication of power series. It is also true that if
1 + xB[[x]] is given a�-ring structure as in[1, 1.1], then the identification above
is an isomorphism of�-rings, i.e.,W�(B) is the �-ring of “big” Witt vectors. The
proof of this is very straightforward but involves, of course, the somewhat unpleasant
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definition of the�-ring structure on 1+xB[[x]]. Because the whole point of this paper
is to move away from such things, we will leave the argument to the reader. The
generating set{w1, w2, . . .} of 2.11 allows us to view an element ofW�(B) as a
(“big”) Witt vector in the traditional sense[8, 17.1.15]. Under this identification, the
mapW�(B)−→W�(W�(B)) agrees with the usual Artin–Hasse map[8, 17.6].
If 
 denotes the sub-plethoryZ[	n | n�1] of �, thenW
(B) is just

∏
n>0B as a

ring, and under this identification, the mapW�(B)→ W
(B) is the ghost-component
map.
Some early references to the big Witt vectors are Cartier[4] and Witt ([12] or

[22, pp. 157–163]).

3.3. p-typical symmetric functions.Because�p = Z[�0, . . .], the setW�p
(B) =

RingZ(�p, B) is naturally bijective withBN. If we view BN as the set underlying the
ring of p-typical Witt vectors[21], [8, 17.1.15], then this bijection is an isomorphism
of rings. One can write down the corresponding�p-action onBN, and we recover the
p-typical Artin–Hasse map as we did above. Also as above, if
p denotes the plethory
Z[	◦Np ], then the natural mapW�p

(B) → W
p
(B) is the p-typical ghost-component

map.
The Teichmüller lift can be constructed by considering the monoid algebraZB on

the multiplicative monoid underlyingB. The ringZB has no additivep-torsion, and the
mapF : [b] �→ [bp] = [b]p ([−] denoting the multiplicative mapB → ZB) reduces to
the Frobenius map modulop. The ringZ[B] therefore (3.4) admits a unique�p-ring
structure whereF is the above map. The canonical ring mapZB → B then induces by
adjointness a mapZB → W�p

(B). In the standard description, it is[b] �→ (b,0,0, . . .),
which is of course the Teichmüller lift ofb.
The following lemma implies that a�p-ring is the same as what Joyal calls a�-ring.

(A comonadic version of this statement is stated quite clearly in Joyal[10]; we include
it only because we will use it later.)

3.4. Lemma.The R be a p-torsion-free ring. Given an action of�p on R, the element
F gives an endomorphism of R such thatF(x) ≡ xpmodpR. This is a bijection from
the set of actions of�p on R to the set of lifts of the Frobenius endomorphism of
R/pR.

Proof. BecauseR is p-torsion-free, (2.13.1) implies that any action of�p is determined
by the endomorphismF, and so we need only show every Frobenius lift comes from
some action of�p.
Given a Frobenius liftf :R → R, Cartier’s Dieudonné–Dwork lemma[13, VII

Section 4] states there is a ring mapR → W�p
(R) such that the compositeR →

W�p
(R) → W
p

(R) sendsr to (r, f (r), f (f (r)), . . .). This gives a map�p � R →
R; to show it is an action we need only check it is associative. BecauseR is p-torsion-
free it suffices to check the induced map of
p � R → R is an action. But the
Dieudonné–Dwork lemma implies this map sendsF ◦i � r to f ◦i (r), which is clearly
associative. �
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4. Reconstruction and recognition

In preparation for the reconstruction theorem, we generalize the notions of biring and
plethory fromRingk to RingP for non-trivial plethoriesP. This gives usP-P ′-birings
and P-plethories, which reduce tok-k′-birings andk-plethories whenP = k〈e〉 and
P ′ = k′〈e〉.
Let P be ak-plethory andP ′ a k′-plethory, wherek and k′ are arbitrary rings.

4.1. Functor−�P ′ −:BRP,P ′ × RingP ′ → RingP . TakeS ∈ BRP,P ′ andR ∈ RingP ′ .
Then S �P ′ R is defined to be the coequalizer of the maps ofP-rings

S �k′ P
′ �k′ R⇒ S �k′ R

s � �� r �→ (s ◦ �)� r

s � �� r �→ s � (� ◦ r).

4.2. Lemma. Let S be a P-P ′-biring. Then the functorS �P ′ −:RingP ′ → RingP is
the left adjoint of the functorRingP (S,−).
We leave the proof to the reader.

4.3. Proposition. Let P → Q be a map of plethories. Then the restriction functor
RingQ → RingP preserves limits and coequalizers and has a left adjoint(“ induction”)
Q �P −. If the mapP → Q is an isomorphism on scalars, it has a right adjoint
(“co-induction”) RingP (Q,−) and preserves all colimits.

Proof. BecauseQ is a Q-P-biring, Q�P − is left adjoint (by 4.2) toRingQ(Q,−),
which is the forgetful functorRingQ → RingP . If P → Q is a map ofk-plethories,Q
is a P-Q-biring, soRingP (Q,−) is right adjoint toQ�Q −, the forgetful functor. It
follows that the forgetful functor preserves limits and, when the rings of scalars agree,
colimits. It remains to show it always preserves coequalizers.
Consider the commutative diagram of forgetful functors

RingQ −−−−−→ RingkQ�
�

RingP −−−−−→ RingkP .

The upper functor preserves colimits, and the right-hand functor preserves coequalizers.
The lower functor reflects isomorphisms and preserves colimits. It then follows that the
left-hand functor preserves coequalizers.�
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4.4. Remark. If kP → kQ is not an isomorphism,ε+ will fail to descend. Thus,Q
will not be a kP -kQ-biring, let alone aP-Q-biring.

4.5. A P-plethory is defined to be a plethoryQ equipped with a mapP → Q of
plethories which is an isomorphism on scalars. A morphismQ→ Q′ of P-plethories
is a morphism of plethories commuting with the maps fromP.

4.6. Proposition.−�P − makesBRP,P into a monoidal category with unit object P.
Monoids in this category are the same as P-plethories. An action of such a monoid
Q on a P-ring is the same as an action of Q on the underlying k-ring such that the
action of Q restricted to P is the given one.

Proof. The first statement requires no proof. Given a monoidQ, the structure maps
give mapQ�k Q→ Q�P Q→ Q andP → Q making it ak-plethory. Conversely,
a mapP → Q of k-plethories makesQ a P-P-biring and the associativity condition
Q�k Q�k Q⇒Q�k Q→ Q implies thatQ�k P �k Q⇒Q�k Q→ Q commutes,
so composition descends toQ�P Q→ Q.
Similarly, an action ofQ on the underlyingk-ring of aP-ring A is a mapQ�k A→

A, and it descends to aP-actionQ�P A→ A becauseQ�k P �k A⇒Q�k A→ A

commutes. �

4.7.Now let C be a category that has all limits and colimits, and letU :C→ RingP be
a functor that has a left adjointF. We also assumeU reflects isomorphisms, that is, a
morphismf is an isomorphism if and only ifU(f ) is an isomorphism. SetQ = UF(P ).
Let U ′ be the composite ofU with the forgetful functor fromRingP to the category
of sets.

4.8. k-Plethory structure on Q when U has a right adjoint.SupposeU has a right
adjoint W. The functorUW is represented byQ: UW(A) = RingP (P,UW(A)) =
RingP (UF(P ),A), and this givesQ the structure of aP-P-biring (1.9). The composite
UW of adjoints is a comonad, and so its adjointQ�P − is a monad. By 4.6,Q is a
k-plethory with a mapP → Q.
Given an objectA of C, the adjunction gives an action ofUF(−) = Q � − on

U(A), and hence we have a functorC→ RingQ between categories overRingP .

4.9. Theorem.If U has a right adjoint W, then the functorC→ RingQ is an equiva-
lence of categories overRingP .

Proof. Beck’s theorem[14]. �

4.10.Let k′ be theP-ring UF(k), and letP ′ be thek′-plethoryk′ ⊗k P . BecauseF(k)

is the initial object,U factors as a functorU ′:C → RingP ′ followed by the forgetful
functor V :RingP ′ → RingP . The functorU ′ has a left adjointF ′ given by descent: if
A is a P ′-ring, thenFV (A) has two maps fromF(k′) = FUF(k), one from applying
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FV to the initial mapk′ → A and the other given by the composite

FUF(k)→ F(k)→ FV (A),

where the first map is the adjunction and the second is the initial map. LetF ′(A)
denote the coequalizer ofF(k′)⇒FV (A).

4.11. Theorem. If P → Q is a map of plethories and U is the forgetful functor
RingQ → RingP , then U ′ of 4.10 has a right adjoint. Conversely, supposeU ′:C →
RingP has a right adjoint, and let Q be thek′-plethory U ′F ′(P ′) of 4.8. Then the
functor C→ RingQ is an equivalence of categories overRingP ′ .

Proof. Apply 4.9 toU ′. �

4.12. Remark. In practice, it is quite easy to check the existence ofF andW ′ using
Freyd’s theorem from category theory.

5. P -ideals

Let P be ak-plethory, and letP+ denote the kernel ofε+:P → k.

5.1. An ideal I in a P-ring R is called a (left) P-ideal if there exists an action ofP
on R/I such that the mapR → R/I of rings is a map ofP-rings. If such an action
exists, it is unique, and so being aP-ideal is a property of, rather than a structure on,
a subset ofR.

5.2. Proposition.Let I be an ideal in a P-ring R. Then the following are equivalent:

(1) I is a P-ideal;
(2) I is the kernel of a morphism of P-rings;
(3) P+ ◦ I ⊆ I ;
(4) I is generated by a set X such thatP+ ◦X ⊆ I .

The proof is in 5.6.
Given any subsetX of P, it is therefore reasonable to call the ideal generated by

P+ ◦X the P-ideal generated by X.

5.3. Elements ofP ⊗ P give binary operations on anyP-ring R by (� ⊗ �)(r, s) =
�(r)�(s) and extending linearly.

5.4. Lemma. Let R be a P-ring, I an ideal in R and X a subset of R. Assume that
for all x ∈ X and f ∈ P+, we havef (x) ∈ I . Then for all t ∈ P ⊗ P+ and all
(r, i) ∈ R × I , we havet (r, i) ∈ I .
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Proof. Since t ∈ P ⊗P+, it may be expressed ast =∑ t ′j ⊗ t ′′j with t ′′j ∈ P+, so that
t ′′j preservesI. Then for (r, i) ∈ R × I , t (r, i) =∑ t ′j (r)t ′′j (i) ∈ I . �

Typical applications will useX = I , a P-ideal.

5.5. Lemma. Let S be a k-Z-biring. Then�+(S+) is contained inS+ ⊗ S + S ⊗ S+,
and �×(S+) is contained inS+ ⊗ S+.

Proof. S is a ring object in the opposite ofRingk; the ring identity 0+ 0 = 0
translates into the identity(ε+ ⊗ ε+) ◦ �+ = ε+, which is clearly equivalent to the
first statement. The second statement is similarly just a coalgebraic translation of a
ring identity. LetW denote the ring object corresponding toS in the opposite category.
Then the commutativity of the following two diagrams is equivalent:

W W ×W
×

��

0

��

W �W.��

id×0�0×id
��

S
�×

��

ε+
��

S ⊗ S

id⊗ε+×ε+⊗id
��

k �� S × S

But the commutativity of the first is just a restatement of the ring identity 0· x =
x · 0= 0. We therefore have

�×(S+) ⊆ ker
(
S ⊗ S → S × S

)
= S+ ⊗ S+. �

5.6. Proof of 5.2.(1)⇒ (2) and (3)⇒ (4) are clear.
(2)⇒ (3): P+ preserves the set{0} in k and, thus, in anyP-ring; it therefore must

preserve its preimage under a morphism ofP-rings.
(3)⇒ (1): If I is preserved byP+, we must put aP-ring structure onR/I so that

R → R/I is a morphism ofP-rings. The action must bep(r + I ) = p(r) + I ; it is
necessary only to check that this is well defined. The kernel of idP ⊗ ε+:P ⊗P → P

is P ⊗ P+, and so by the counit condition, we have�+p − p ⊗ 1 ∈ P ⊗ P+ for all
p ∈ P . For any i ∈ I , we havep(r + i) − p(r) = (�+p − p ⊗ 1)(r, i). By 5.4, the
right-hand side of this equality is inI, and so the action is well defined.
(4)⇒ (3): Consider the setJ of elements ofI that are sent intoI by all elements of

P+. If f ∈ P+, then�+f ∈ P+ ⊗P +P ⊗P+. Thus forj, k ∈ J , Lemma 5.4 implies
f (j + k) ∈ I and hencej + k ∈ J . Similarly, �×f ∈ P+ ⊗ P+ ⊂ P ⊗ P+, and so for
r ∈ R and j ∈ J , we havef (rj) ∈ I and hencerj ∈ J . ThereforeJ is an ideal, and
if a generating set forI is sent byP+ into I, we haveI = J . So all of I is preserved
by P+. �

5.7. Proposition.Let I and J be P-ideals in a P-ring A. Then IJ is a P-ideal.
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Proof. It is sufficient to checkf (xy) ∈ IJ for all f ∈ P+, x ∈ I , andy ∈ J because
suchxy form a generating set. We can write�×f =∑ f

[1]
i ⊗f

[2]
i with f

[1]
i , f

[1]
i ∈ P+,

and so we havef (xy) =∑ f
[1]
i (x)f

[2]
i (y) ∈ IJ . �

6. Two-sided ideals

Let P be ak-plethory, and letP ′ be ak′-plethory.

6.1.An ideal J in a k-k′-biring S is called ak-k′-ideal if the quotientk-ring S/J admits
the structure of ak-k′-biring. This is clearly equivalent toS/J being, in the opposite
of Ringk, a sub-k′-ring object ofS, and so ifS/J admits such a structure, it is unique.
This is also equivalent to the existence of a generating setX of J such that, in the
notation of 1.1, we have

1. �+S (X) ⊆ S ⊗ J + J ⊗ S,
2. �×S (X) ⊆ S ⊗ J + J ⊗ S, and
3. �S(c)(X) = 0 for all c ∈ k′.

6.2.A k-k′-ideal J in a P-P ′-biring S is called aP-P ′-ideal if there exists aP-P ′-biring
structure on the quotientk-k′-biring S/J such thatS → S/J is a map ofP-P ′-birings.
If such an action exists, it is unique, and so as was the case forP-ideals, being a
P-P ′-ideal is a property, rather than a structure.

6.3. Proposition. Let J be a k-k′-ideal in a k-k′-biring S. Then the following are
equivalent:

1. J is a P-P ′-ideal;
2. J is the kernel of a map of P-P ′-birings;
3. P+ ◦ J ◦ P ′ ⊆ J ;
4. J is generated by a set X such thatP+ ◦X ◦ P ′ ⊆ J .

The asymmetry in (3) is due to the traditional definition of ideal. If we took a more
categorical approach and considered, instead of kernels of mapsR→ S of k-rings, the
fiber productsR ×S k, the P+ in (3) would become aP.

Proof. As in 5.2, the only implication that requires proof is(4)⇒ (1).
So, assume (4). By 5.2,J is aP-ideal; and by assumption,J is a k-k′-ideal. Therefore

S/J is a P-k′-biring. For all s ∈ S,j ∈ J ,f ∈ P ′, we have

(s + j) ◦ f = s ◦ f + j ◦ f ≡ s ◦ f modJ,

and so the rightP ′-action descends toS/J . �
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6.4. If J is aP-P-ideal inP itself, then this proposition impliesP/J is aP-plethory in
the sense that theP-P-biring structure onP/J extends to a uniqueP-plethory structure
on P/J .

6.5. Proposition.The categoryBRP,P ′ of P-P ′-birings has all colimits, and the forgetful
functor BRP,P ′ → RingP preserves them.

Proof. Given a diagramC of P-P ′-birings, its colimit S in the category ofP-rings
has the property that for anyP-ring R, the setRingP (S, R) is the limit of the sets
RingP (Tc, R), wherec ranges overC. Because eachRingP (Tc, R) is aP ′-ring and the
maps areP ′-equivariant,RingP (S, R) is a P ′-ring. Thus, by a remark in 1.9,S has
a uniqueP-P ′-biring structure making the mapsTc → S maps ofP-P ′-birings, which
was to be proved. �

6.6. Free plethory on a pointed biring.The freeP-plethoryQ on a P-P-biring S can
be constructed as in 2.1. It comes equipped with a mapP → Q of k-plethories.

Now let f :P → S be a map ofP-P-birings. (This is equivalent to specifying an
elements0 ∈ S such thatp ◦ s0 = s0 ◦ p for all p ∈ P .) Then the free plethory on
the pointed biringS is coequalizer (6.5) of the twoQ-Q-biring mapsQ�P �Q⇒Q

induced by sendinge � � � e, on the one hand, to� ∈ P = S�0 and, on the other,
to f (�) ∈ S�1. By 6.4, Q is a k-plethory. It is the initial object amongP-plethories
P ′ equipped with a mapS → P ′ such that the compositeP → S → P ′ agrees with
the structure mapP → P ′. An action of this plethory on ak-ring R is the same as an
action ofP on R together with a mapS �R→ R such thatf (p)� r �→ p(r) for all
p ∈ P, r ∈ R.
At this point, it is quite easy to give an explicit construction of�p that does not rely

on symmetric functions. LetS = Z[e, �1] be theZ〈e〉-pointedZ-Z-biring determined
by

�+: �1 �→ �1⊗ 1+ 1⊗ �1−
p−1∑
i=1

1

p

(
p

i

)
ei ⊗ ep−i , (6.6.1)

�×: �1 �→ ep ⊗ �1+ �1⊗ ep + p�1⊗ �1. (6.6.2)

Then Cartier’s Dieudonné–Dwork lemma implies�p is the freeZ-plethory onS. Of
course, this is just a plethystic description of Joyal’s approach[10] to the p-typical
Witt vectors.

6.7. The following asymmetric variant of this construction will be used in Section
7. Let P0 be a k-plethory, let P be a P0-plethory, let S be a P0-P-biring, and let
g:P → S be a map ofP0-P-birings. LetQ denote the freeP0-plethory onS viewed
as a pointedP0-P0-biring. Then we have two maps ofP0-P0-birings S �P0 P ⇒Q
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given by s � � �→ s � g(�) ∈ S�2 and s � � �→ s ◦ � ∈ S�1. These then induce two
maps ofQ-Q-biringsQ�P0 S �P0 P �P0 Q⇒Q. The coequalizerT of these maps is
a P0-plethory (6.4), but the two mapsP → Q become equal inT, and soT is in fact
a P-plethory. An action ofT on a ringR is the same as an action ofP on R together
with a mapS �P R→ R such thatg(�)� r �→ � ◦ r.

7. Amplifications over curves

Let O be a Dedekind domain, and letm be an ideal; letk denote the residue ring
O/m, and letK denote the subring of the field of fractions ofO consisting of elements
that are integral at all maximal ideals not dividingm. The m-torsion submodule of
an O-moduleM is the set ofm ∈ M for which there exists ann ∈ N such that
mnm = 0. We say anO-module ism-torsion-free if itsm-torsion submodule is trivial,
or equivalently, if it is flat locally at each maximal ideal dividingm.
Now let P be anO-plethory that ism-torsion-free, letQ be a k-plethory, and let

f :P → Q be a surjective map of plethories agreeing with the canonical map on
scalars. AP-deformation of a Q-ringis anm-torsion-freeP-ring R such that the action
of P on k⊗R factors through an action ofQ on k⊗R. (Note that becauseP → Q is
surjective, it can factor in at most one way.) A morphism ofP-deformations ofQ-rings
is by definition a morphism of the underlyingP-rings.
The purpose of this section is then to construct anO-plethoryP ′, the amplification

of P along Q, such thatm-torsion-freeP ′-rings are the same asP-deformations of
Q-rings. It is constructed simply by adjoiningm−1⊗ I to P, where I is the kernel of
the mapP → Q, and so it is analogous to an affine blow-up of rings. Note however
that there are some minor subtleties involved in adjoining these elements because a
plethory involves co-operations, not just operations, and because we need to know how
to compose elements ofP with elements ofm−1 ⊗ I , but P may not even act onK,
let alone preservem.

7.1. Theorem.The P-plethoryP ′ of 7.6 ism-torsion-free, and the forgetful functor from
the full category ofm-torsion-freeP ′-rings to RingP identifies it with the category of
P-ring deformations of Q-rings. Furthermore, P ′ has the following universal property:
Let P ′′ be a P-plethory whose underlying P-ring is a P-deformation of a Q-ring. Then
there is a unique mapP ′ → P ′′ of P-rings commuting with the maps from P, and this
map is a map of P-plethories.

7.2. Corollary. Let P ′′ be a P-plethory with the property that the forgetful functor from
the full category ofm-torsion-freeP ′′-rings to RingP identifies it with the category
of P-ring deformations of Q-rings. Then there is a unique mapP ′′ → P ′ of P-rings;
this map is a map of P-plethories, and it identifiesP ′ with the largestm-torsion-free
P ′′-ring quotient ofP ′′.

We prove these at the end of this section. Note that either the theorem or the
construction of 7.6 implies amplification is functorial inP andQ.
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7.3. Remark.As always, either universal property determinesP ′ uniquely up to unique
isomorphism. The final statement of the corollary determines it without any mention of
universal properties: it is the uniquem-torsion-freeP-plethory such that the forgetful
functor identifiesm-torsion-freeP ′-rings with P-deformations ofQ-rings.

One could also describe the category of allP ′-rings as the category obtained from
the category ofP-deformations ofQ-rings (i.e.,m-torsion-freeP ′-rings) by adjoining
certain colimits. This would give another satisfactory approach to the functor ofp-
typical Witt vectors circumventing any discussion of plethories.

7.4. Lemma.Let T be anO-plethory. Then the T-ideal in T generated by them-torsion
ideal is a T-T-ideal.

Proof. Let I denote the ideal ofm-torsion inT, and letJ denote theT-ideal it generates.
First we showI is anO-O-ideal. BecauseI is m-torsion, the idealT ⊗ I + I ⊗ T is
contained in them-torsion ideal ofT ⊗T . But this containment is actually an equality:
becauseT/I is m-torsion-free and becauseO is a Dedekind domain,T/I ⊗ T/I

is m-torsion-free. It therefore follows that�+(I ) and �×(I ) are both contained in
T ⊗ I + I ⊗ T . And last,�(c)(I ) is zero because it is torsion butO is torsion-free.
By 6.1, the idealI is anO-O-ideal.
Now we showJ is a T-T-ideal. It is aT-ideal by definition, and so we need only

show J ◦ T ⊆ J , and in fact onlyI ◦ T ⊆ J . So takei ∈ I and � ∈ T . Then there is
somen ∈ N such thatmni = 0, and for everyx ∈ mn, we havex(i ◦�) = (xi)◦� = 0.

�

7.5.Maximalm-torsion-free quotient of anO-plethory. Let T0 be anO-plethory, letJ
denote theT0-ideal generated by theO-torsion. By 7.4 and 6.4, the quotientT1 = T/J

is anO-plethory. LetT2 be the same construction applied toT1, and so on. Then the
colimit of the sequence

T0−→ T1−→ · · ·

in the category ofT0-T0-birings (6.5) is clearly the largestm-torsion-freeT0-ring quo-
tient of T0. It is anO-plethory because it is a quotientT0-T0-biring of T0.

Note thatm-torsion-freeT0-rings are the same asm-torsion-freeT ′-rings.

7.6. AmplificationP ′ of P along Q. Let I denote the kernel of the mapP → Q, and
let S denote the sub-O-ring of K⊗P generated bym−1⊗ I . (Here, all tensor products
are overO, and as usualm−1 denotes theO-dual ofm viewed as a submodule ofK.)
Note that we have 1⊗P ⊆ S and also thatK ⊗P is aK〈e〉-P-biring, but it need not
be aK-plethory.
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TheK-O-biring structure onK⊗P induces anO-O-biring structure onSas follows:
Let � denote either�+ or �×, and let�K denote idK ⊗ �. Then we have

�K(m
−1⊗ I ) ⊆ m−1⊗ �(I )

⊆ m−1⊗ (P ⊗ I + I ⊗ P).

Identifying K ⊗ P ⊗ P with (K ⊗ P)⊗ (K ⊗ P), we have

�K(m
−1⊗ I ) ⊆ (1⊗ P)⊗ (m−1⊗ I )+ (m−1⊗ I )⊗ (1⊗ P) ⊆ S ⊗ S.

Because�K is anO-ring map, it follows that�(S) ⊆ S ⊗ S. Similarly, if ε denotes
either the additive or multiplicative counit andεK = idK ⊗ ε, then

εK(m
−1⊗ I ) = m−1⊗ ε(I ) ⊆ m−1⊗m = O,

and as above, we haveε(S) ⊆ O. The properties necessary for this data to give a
O-O-biring structure onS follow from the K-O-biring properties onK ⊗ P .
BecauseI is preserved by the right action ofP, so is S, and thereforeS has a

O〈e〉-P-biring structure. LetT be the construction of 6.7 applied to theO-plethoryP,
theO〈e〉-P-biring S, and the inclusion mapP → S.
Finally, let P ′ denote the maximalm-torsion-free quotient ofT (7.5). It is a P-

plethory becauseT is.

7.7. Lemma. Let R be anm-torsion-free P-ring. Then the action of P on R factors
through at most one action ofP ′, and one exists if and only if R is a P-deformation
of a Q-ring.

Proof. Suppose the action ofP on R prolongs to two actions◦1 and ◦2 of P ′. For
any � ∈ P ′ and r ∈ R, we want to show� ◦1 r = � ◦2 r. BecauseT surjects ontoP ′,
it is enough to show this for� in T and, becauseS generatesT, even inS. But S is a
subset ofK ⊗ P ; so take somen ∈ N such thatmn� ⊆ P . Then

x(� ◦1 r) = (x�) ◦1 r = (x�) ◦2 r = x(� ◦2 r)

for all x ∈ mn. But becauseR is m-torsion-free, we have� ◦1 r = � ◦2 r, and so there
is at most one compatible action ofP ′ on R.
The action ofP on R/mR factors throughQ if and only if I ◦ R ⊆ mR. This is

equivalent to(m−1⊗ I ) ◦ R ⊆ R under the map

(K ⊗ P)� R = K ⊗ (P � R)
◦−→K ⊗ R,

which is in turn equivalent toS ◦ R ⊂ R. BecauseR is m-torsion-free and because
K ⊗ S = K ⊗P , this is then equivalent to the existence of some map◦′: S�P R→ R
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of O-rings such thatp ◦′ r = p ◦ r for all p ∈ P, r ∈ R. By 6.7, this is equivalent to an
action ofT on R that is compatible with the given action ofP, and this is equivalent
to such an action ofP ′ on R. �

7.8. Proof of 7.1.P ′ is m-torsion-free by construction.
The forgetful functor is clearly faithful, and Lemma 7.7 implies its image is as stated.

To see it is full, letR andR′ bem-torsion-freeP ′-rings and letf :R→ R′ be a map
of P-rings. We need to checkf (� ◦ r) = � ◦ f (r) for all � ∈ P ′ and r ∈ R. As in the
proof of 7.7, it is enough to show this for� in S, where the equality follows because
R′ is m-torsion-free. This proves the functor is fully faithful.
Let P ′′ be as in the universal property. By the previous paragraph, the action ofP

on P ′′ extends uniquely to an action ofP ′; and becauseP ′ is the freeP ′-ring on one
element, there is a unique map ofP ′-rings P ′ → P ′′ sendinge to e. Again by the
previous paragraph, we see there is a unique mapP ′ → P ′′ of P-rings sendinge to e,
that is, commuting with the maps fromP.
To show this is a map ofP-plethories, it is enough to show there exists some map

P ′ → P ′′ of P-plethories. BecauseP ′′ is m-torsion-free, such a map is the same as a
mapT → P ′′ of P-plethories, and this is the same as a mapS → P ′′ of O〈e〉-P-birings
respecting the maps fromP. BecauseP ′′ is m-torsion-free, there is at most one such
map, and there is exactly one if the mapP → P ′′ sendsI to mP ′′. But this is just
another way of saying theP-ring underlyingP ′′ is a P-deformation of aQ-ring, and
that fact we are given. �

7.9. Proof of 7.2.ReplacingP ′′ with its maximalm-torsion-free quotient (7.5), we can
assumeP ′′ is m-torsion-free. ThenP ′′ andP ′ are both initial objects in the category
of P-deformations ofQ-rings and so are uniquely isomorphic. The universal property
of the theorem applied toP ′′ then implies this isomorphism is a map ofO-plethories.

�

7.10.SupposeK admits aP-action. ThenK is trivially a P-deformation of aQ-ring and,
by 7.1, has a unique compatibleP ′-action. By 1.13, there is a canonicalK-plethory
structure onK ⊗ P ′.

Propostion. If K admits a P-action, the mapK ⊗ P → K ⊗ P ′ is an isomorphism
of K-plethories. Moreover, under this identification, P ′ is the O-subring ofK ⊗ P

generated by the◦-words in the elements ofm−1⊗ I .

Proof. To show the first statement, it is enough to show the map induces an equivalence
betweenRingK⊗P and RingK⊗P ′ . But a K ⊗ P -ring structure on aK-ring R is the
same (by 1.13) as an action ofP on R, and becauseR is trivially a P-deformation
of a Q-ring, this is the same as aP ′-action, which (by 1.13 again) is the same as a
K ⊗ P ′-ring structure onR.
BecauseP ′ is m-torsion-free, it is naturally anO-subring ofK⊗P ′ = K⊗P . Since

P ′ is the surjective image of the free plethory on the biringS, it is the smallestO-ring
in K ⊗ P containingm−1⊗ I (and henceS) and closed under composition. �
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8. The cotangent algebra

By the structure of analgebra over kon anZ-algebraA, we mean simply a morphism
k → A of Z-algebras. The image need not be central. These form a category in the
obvious way.
For any k-k′-biring S, write CS for the k-module S+/S2+ = ker(ε+S )/ ker(ε

+
S )

2. It
is called the cotangent space ofS. The purpose of this section is to show that the
cotangent space is naturally ak-k′-bimodule and, especially, the cotangent space of
a k-plethory is naturally an algebra overk. We do this by showing that ifS′ is a
k′-k′′-biring, thenCS�S′ = CS ⊗k′ CS′ . Thus, whenk = k′ = k′′, the cotangent space
is a monoidal functor, so it sends plethories (monoids in the category ofk-k-birings)
to algebras overk (monoids in the category ofk-k-bimodules).
First we show all elements ofS+ are additive up to second order:

8.1. Lemma. Let J denote the kernel of the mapε+ ⊗ ε+: S ⊗k S → k. Then for all
s ∈ S+, we have�+(s) ≡ s ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ smodJ 2.

Proof. The cotangent space functor takes coproducts inRingk to coproducts ofk-
modules and (hence) takes cogroup objects to cogroup objects. In particular, we have
an identificationJ/J 2 = CS⊕CS , and under this identification, the mapCS → CS⊕CS

of cotangent spaces induced by�+ makesCS a cogroup in the category ofk-modules.
But the only cogroup structure on ak-module is the diagonal map. �

8.2. Proposition.Consider the right action ofk′, as a monoid, on S given by setting
s · c to be the image ofs � ce under the identificationS �k′ k′〈e〉 = S. (Explicitly,
s · c = ∑

�(c)(s[1]i )s
[2]
i .) Then this action preservesS+ and descends toCS , and the

resulting action makes the k-moduleCS a k-k′-bimodule.

Proof. The action preservesS+ sinceε+(s) = s · 0. Because it acts by ring endomor-
phisms, it also preservesS2+, and thus it descends toCS . By 8.1, k′ acts not just as a
monoid, but as a ring. It commutes with thek-action because for anyb ∈ k, we have
(bs)� (ce) = (b � (ce))(s � (ce)) = b(s � (ce)) in S � k′〈e〉. �

8.3. Proposition. The mapk → Ck〈e〉 given by c �→ ce is an isomorphism of k-k-
bimodules. If S is a k-k′-biring and S′ a k′-k′′-biring, then the mapCS ⊗k′ CS′ →
CS�k′S′ given bys⊗ s′ �→ s� s′ is well defined and an isomorphism of k-k′-bimodules.

Proof. The first statement follows immediately from the definition (1.2) ofk〈e〉 = k[e].
Now we will show the second map is well-defined. Note thatε+(s � s′) = s(s′(0)),

where�(c) denotes�(c)(�). Thus if s ∈ S+ and s′ ∈ S′+, then s � s′ ∈ (S � S′)+, and
so we have a well-defined mapS+ × S′+ → CS�S′ . This map is clearly additive in the
first variable and is additive in the second by 8.1. Thus to check that it descends to
CS × CS′ , we need only shows � s′ ∈ (S � S′)2+ for s ∈ S2+ and s � s′ ∈ (S � S′)2+
for s′ ∈ (S′)2+. The first is clear, for ring operations come out of the left side of the
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composition product. For the second,s′ may be a sum of products, but up to second
order, sums also come out of the right side (by 8.1), and so we may assumes′ = s′1s′2,
s′i ∈ S′+. Then s � s′1s′2 = �×s(s′1, s′2), but �

×s ∈ S+ ⊗ S+ by 5.5. Elements ofk′ may
be moved between the factors by the identifications

S′ � (k′〈e〉 � S′′) = S′ � S′′ = (S′ � k′〈e〉)� S′′

and so the map descends toCS ⊗k′ CS′ . Finally, it is a map ofk-k′′-bimodules by the
associativity of the composition product.
Since the mapCS ⊗k′ CS′ → CS�k′S′ is all we need to make the cotangent space of

a plethory into an algebra, we leave the many details of the isomorphism to the reader.
The key observation is that

s � s′ = s � (e + ε+(s′)) ◦ (e − ε+(s′)) ◦ s′ = s ◦ (e + ε+(s′))� (s′ − ε+(s′)),

so thatS�k′ S′ is generated by elements of the forms� s′ with s′ ∈ S′+. This suggests
the map of ringsf : S� S′ → k⊕CS ⊗CS′ given byf (s� s′) = ε+(s� s′)+ (s ◦ (e+
ε+(s′))− ε+(s� s′))⊗ (s′ − ε+(s′)), which descends to the inverseCS�S′ → CS⊗CS′ .

�

8.4.CP is an algebra over k. Let P be ak-plethory. The compositionP �P → P and
unit k〈e〉 → P induceCP ⊗k CP → CP and k = Ck〈e〉 → CP makingCP an algebra
over k. Note thate is the unit for composition and thus the unit of this algebra.

8.5. I/I2 is a CP -module.Let I be aP-ideal in aP-ring R. Then by 5.7,CP acts
as a monoid onI/I2. But 8.1 implies this action isZ-linear, and we always have
(�+ �) ◦ x = � ◦ x + � ◦ x; so, this action is actually aCP -module structure onI/I2.
The two k-module structures onI/I2, one by way ofk → CP and the otherk → R,
agree.

9. Twisted bialgebras and their coactions

First we recall some basic notions introduced by Sweedler[17], as modified by
Takeuchi[18, 4.1].

9.1. If A andB are two algebras overk, thenA⊗k B, where thek-module structure on
each factor is given by multiplication on the left, has two remainingk-actions: one by
right multiplication onA and one by right multiplication onB. Let A�B, theSweedler
product, denote the subgroup where these two actions coincide. It is an algebra overk
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with multiplication

(∑
i

ai ⊗ bi

)
∑

j

a′j ⊗ b′j


 =∑

i,j

aia
′
j ⊗ bib

′
j .

The Sweedler product is symmetric in the sense that the symmetrizing map

A⊗k B → B ⊗k A, a ⊗ b→ b ⊗ a

sendsA�B isomorphically toB�A. Note that� is not naturally associative in the
generality above (but it is if, say, the algebras arek-flat [17, Section 2]).
If M andN are leftA-modules, thenM ⊗k N is a left A�A-module by(

∑
i ai ⊗

bi)(m⊗ n) =∑i aim⊗ bin.

9.2.We sayA is a twisted k-bialgebraif it is equipped with a map�:A→ A�A of
algebras overk and a mapε:A→ k of k-modules satisfying the following properties

1. the compositeA
�−→A�A ↪→ A⊗ A is coassociative with counitε, and

2. ε(1) = 1 and for all a, b ∈ A, we haveε(ab) = ε(a(ε(b))), where  denotes the
structure mapk→ A.

Thus, the structure of a twistedk-bialgebra onA is the same as the structure of a
k-bialgebroid onA where the structure mapk⊗Z k→ A factors through multiplication
k⊗Z k→ k. (Several equivalent formulations of the notion of bialgebroid are discussed
in Brzezinski–Militaru [3].) Assuming flatness, it is also the same as what Sweedler
[17] called a×k-bialgebra structure.
The category of leftA-modules then has a monoidal structure that is compatible with

⊗k, and this is precisely the data needed to make this so ([16, 5.1], [3, 3.1]). If � is
cocommutative in the obvious sense, this monoidal category is symmetric.

9.3. Let C be an algebra overk. A coaction ofA on C is a map�:C → A�C of
algebras commuting with the maps fromk such that the composite

C
�−→A�C ↪→ A⊗ C

is a coaction ofA, viewed as ak-coalgebra, onC. (So,C is a leftA-comodule algebra
in the terminology of[5]). Given a leftA-moduleM, a leftC-moduleN, and a coaction
of A on C, the tensor productM ⊗k N is naturally a leftC-module by way of�. In
this way, the category of leftA-modules acts on the category of leftC-modules.
The map�:A→ A�A is a coaction, theregular coaction.

9.4. Generalized semi-direct productR�AC. SupposeA coacts onC and also acts
on a k-ring R in the sense that the multiplication mapR ⊗ R → R is a map of
A-modules. ThenR ⊗k C is anR-module and (by 9.3) aC-module, and this induces
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a multiplication

(R ⊗ C)⊗ (R ⊗ C) = R ⊗ (C ⊗ (R ⊗ C)) −→R ⊗ (R ⊗ C)−→R ⊗ C

on R ⊗ C with unit 1⊗ 1. The mapk→ R ⊗ C is simply x �→ x ⊗ 1= 1⊗ x.
We denote this algebra byR�AC. WhenC is A with the regular coaction andA is

untwisted (i.e., the image ofk is in the center ofA), this agrees with the semi-direct,
or “smash”, product in the usual sense[5].
It is immediate that the mapR→ R�AC given by r �→ r ⊗ 1 is a map of algebras

over k, and the counit property implies the mapC → R�AC, c �→ 1⊗ c is also such
a map. Therefore anR�AC-module structure on ak-moduleM is the same as actions
of R andC on M which are intertwined as follows:

c(r(c′m)) =
∑
i

(c
(1)
i r)(c

(2)
i c′m),

where�(c) =∑i c
(1)
i ⊗ c

(2)
i ∈ A⊗ C.

10. The additive bialgebra

The purpose of this section is to show that the set of additive elements in ak-
plethory is naturally a cocommutative twistedk-bialgebra, at least under certain flatness
hypotheses.

10.1.Let P be ak-plethory. An elementf ∈ P is additive if �+(f ) = f ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ f ,
which is equivalent to requiring thatf (x + y) = f (x)+ f (y) for all elementsx, y in
all P-rings. (In fact, takingx = e⊗ 1, y = 1⊗ e in P ⊗ P suffices.) Because we have
ε+(f ) = f (0) = 0, every additive element is inP+. The setA, or AP , of additive
elements is clearly closed under addition and composition, and composition by additive
elements distributes over addition; thusA is a generally non-commutative algebra with
unit 1A = e. Furthermore, the map: k → A, c �→ ce is a map of algebras; so in this
way, A is an algebra overk.

10.2. Proposition.The image ofA�A in P ⊗ P is the set of k-interlinear elements,
where f ∈ P ⊗ P is said to be k-interlinear iff (r, s) is additive in each argument
r, s ∈ R and we havef (cr, s) = f (r, cs) for all c ∈ k.

Here we are using the notation of 5.3. Note that ak-interlinear elementf is not
required to bek-linear in each argument.

Proof. First we show that the image ofA ⊗ P is the set of elements that are ad-
ditive on the left. If f is in the image ofA ⊗ P , it is immediate thatf is additive
on the left. Now supposef is additive on the left. BecauseA is the kernel of the
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k-module map

P
�−→P ⊗ P, f �→ �+(f )− f ⊗ 1− 1⊗ f, (10.2.1)

the image ofA⊗ P in P ⊗ P is the kernel of the map�⊗ 1:P ⊗ P → P ⊗ P ⊗ P ;
so it is enough to showf is in the kernel of�⊗ 1. Write f =∑

i �i ⊗ �i . Then we
have

∑
i

�+(�i )⊗ �i =
∑
i

�i (e ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ e)⊗ �i

=
∑
i

(�i ⊗ �i ) ◦ (e ⊗ 1⊗ 1+ 1⊗ e ⊗ 1,1⊗ 1⊗ e)

= f (e ⊗ 1⊗ 1+ 1⊗ e ⊗ 1,1⊗ 1⊗ e)

= f (e ⊗ 1⊗ 1,1⊗ 1⊗ e)+ f (1⊗ e ⊗ 1,1⊗ 1⊗ e)

=
∑
i

�i (e)⊗ 1⊗ �i (e)+ 1⊗ �i (e)⊗ �i (e)

=
∑
i

(�i ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ �i )⊗ �i .

But (� ⊗ 1)(f ) is the difference between the first and last sums, and sof is in the
kernel.
Essentially the same argument shows the image ofA ⊗ A in A ⊗ P is the set of

elements whose image inP ⊗ P is both left additive and right additive.
It is clear that any element in the image ofA�A is interlinear. Now letf be a

k-interlinear element ofA ⊗ A. Then f (ce ⊗ 1,1⊗ e) = f (e ⊗ 1,1⊗ ce). Writing
f =∑i �i ⊗ �i , we have

∑
i

(�i ◦ (ce))⊗ �i = �i ⊗ (�i ◦ (ce)),

that is, f transforms the same way under the two actions ofk on A by right multipli-
cation. �

10.3. Proposition.�×(A) is contained in the image ofA�A in P ⊗ P . If the maps
A⊗2→ P⊗2 andA⊗3→ P⊗3 are injective, the algebra A is a cocommutative twisted
k-bialgebra(9.2),whereε is ε× and� is �×, viewed as a mapA→ A�A ⊆ A⊗A.

Proof. For any elementf ∈ A and anyP-ring R, the mapR × R → R given
by (r, s) �→ f (rs) is clearly k-interlinear. Because this map is just the application
of �×(f ), we see�×(f ) is k-interlinear and therefore lies in the image ofA�A,
by 10.2.
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Now we show� is a map of algebras overk. Takea, b ∈ A. Becausea is additive
and using 1.12, we have

�×(a ◦ b) = a ◦ �×(b) =
∑
i,j

(a
[1]
i ◦ b[1]j )⊗ (a

[2]
i ◦ b[2]j ),

but this last term is the product inA�A of �×(a) and�×(b). It is clear that� is a
map overk.
The cocommutativity of� follows from that of�×.
It remains to check properties (1)–(2) of 9.2. Because we haveA ⊗ A ⊗ A ⊆

P ⊗ P ⊗ P , the coassociativity of� can be tested inP ⊗ P ⊗ P , where it follows
from the associativity of the comultiplication�× on P. The mapε is a counit for�
simply becauseε× is for �×.
It is clear thatε(1) = 1. By 1.12, we also have ( denoting the structure mapk→ A)

ε×(a ◦ (ε×(b))) = a ◦ ε×(eε×(b)) = a ◦ ((eε×(b))(1)) = a ◦ ε×(b) = ε×(a ◦ b),

for all a, b ∈ A. �

10.4. Remark. If A and P are flat overk, then the injectivity hypotheses of the
proposition hold. In particular, they do ifk is a Dedekind domain andP is torsion-free.
They also hold if the inclusionA→ P is split, for example ifP = S(A).
In fact, we do not know any examples of plethories where the assumptions of the

previous proposition are not satisfied, but if they exist, it seems clear that the correct
replacement ofA would be the collection of all multilinear elements in all tensor powers
of P assembled together in some sort of operadic coalgebra construction.

11. The coaction ofAP on CP

BecauseA = AP is contained inP+, we have a mapA→ CP , which is clearly a
map of algebras overk.

11.1. Proposition.There is a unique map� such that the diagram

P+
�×

��

��
��

P+ ⊗ P+

��
��

CP

�
��������� P+ ⊗ CP

(using 5.5) commutes; and the image of� is contained in the image ofA�CP .
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If the mapsA⊗i ⊗ CP → P⊗i+ ⊗ CP are injective fori = 1,2, then �, viewed as a
mapCP → A�CP , is a coaction of the twisted k-bialgebra A onCP , and the natural
mapA→ CP is A-coequivariant, where A has the regular coaction.

The injectivity hypotheses hold under the flatness and splitting hypotheses of 10.4.

Proof. The first statement is immediate because�×:P → P ⊗ P is a ring map.
Let � be as in (10.2.1). To show the image of� is contained in the image ofA⊗CP ,

it is enough to show the composite map along the bottom row of the diagram

P+
�×

��

��
��

P+ ⊗ P+
�⊗1

��

��
��

P+ ⊗ P+ ⊗ P+

��
��

CP

�
�� P+ ⊗ CP

�⊗1
�� P+ ⊗ P+ ⊗ CP

is zero, and hence it is enough to show the composite of the maps along the top and
the right is zero. The method is the same as that of 10.2.
For anyf ∈ P+, write �×(f ) =∑i f

[1]
i ⊗ f

[2]
i . Then

∑
i

�+(f [1]i )⊗ f
[2]
i =

∑
i

f
[1]
i (e ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ e)⊗ f

[2]
i (e) = f ((e ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ e)⊗ e).

On the other hand, by 8.1 we can write�+(f ) ≡ f ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ f modJ 2, where
J = P ⊗ P+ + P+ ⊗ P . Therefore, we have

f (e ⊗ 1⊗ e + 1⊗ e ⊗ e) ≡ f (e ⊗ 1⊗ e)+ f (1⊗ e ⊗ e)modP ⊗ P ⊗ P 2+

=
∑
i

(f
[1]
i (e)⊗ 1+ 1⊗ f

[1]
i (e))⊗ f

[2]
i

and hence

(�⊗ 1)(�×(f )) =
∑
i

(�+(f [1]i )− f
[1]
i (e)⊗ 1+ 1⊗ f

[1]
i (e))⊗ f

[2]
i

≡ 0modP ⊗ P ⊗ P 2+,

which was to be proved.
As in 10.2, we show�(f ) is contained in the image ofA�CP by applying f to the

equationce ⊗ e = e ⊗ ce, for any c ∈ k.
Now we show� is a map of algebras overk. Supposef, g ∈ CP , and write�(f ) =∑
i f

[1]
i ⊗ f

[2]
i and �(g) = ∑

j g
[1]
j ⊗ g

[2]
j with f

[1]
i , g

[1]
j ∈ A and f

[2]
i , g

[2]
j ∈ CP .
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Then

�(f ◦ g) = f


∑

j

g
[1]
j ⊗ g

[2]
j


 by 1.12

=
∑
j

f (g
[1]
j ⊗ g

[2]
j )

=
∑
i,j

(f
[1]
i ◦ g[1]j )⊗ (f

[2]
i ◦ g[2]j )

=
(∑

i

f
[1]
i ⊗ f

[2]
i

)
◦

∑

j

g
[1]
j ⊗ g

[2]
j




= �(f )�(g).

And � is a map overk because�×(ce) = c(e ⊗ e).
All that remains is to show thatε is a counit and that� is coassociative. The first

follows immediately from the counit property ofε×, and because of our assumptions,
coassociativity can be tested inA⊗ CP ⊗ CP , where it follows from the fact that�×
is coassociative onP. �

11.2. Example. If B is a cocommutativek-bialgebra andP = S(B), then CP = B.
The image of inclusionCP = B ↪→ S(B) is contained inA, and this is a section of
the natural mapA→ CP = B. The coaction ofA on B is given by this inclusion:

B
�−→B ⊗ B −→A⊗ B.

If k is a Q-ring, the inclusionB ↪→ A is an isomorphism, but ifk is an Fp-ring for
some prime numberp, it will never be. For we haveep ∈ A, but the image ofep in
CP is zero becausep�2.

11.3. I/I2 is an R/I�ACP -module. Let I be aP-ideal in aP-ring R. Then by 8.4,
I/I2 is naturally aCP -module. It follows from the associativity of the action ofP
on R that theCP -action andR/I -action are intertwined as in 9.4, and therefore these
actions extend to an action ofR/I�ACP .

11.4.�1
R/k is an R�ACP -module. Let R be aP-ring. Because we have�1

R/k = I/I2,

where I is the kernel of the multiplication mapR ⊗ R → R, the R-module�1
R/k is

naturally aR�ACP -module.
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12. Classical plethories revisited

Let p be a prime number. In this section we present a construction of�p (of
2.13), and hence an approach to thep-typical Witt vectors, which given the generalities
developed earlier in this paper, is completely effortless. We also discuss the linearization
of �p and similar classical plethories.

12.1. Consider the trivialFp-plethory Fp〈e〉. The bialgebraA of additive elements
of Fp〈e〉 (see 10.3) is the free bialgebraFp[F ] on the monoidN generated by the
Frobenius elementF = ep. It therefore has a canonical liftZ[F ] to a commutative
bialgebra overZ. Let Z〈F 〉 denoteS(Z[F ]) = Z[F ◦N], the freeZ-plethory on this
bialgebra. The natural mapZ〈F 〉 → Fp〈e〉 is a surjection, and so we can consider the
amplification ofZ〈F 〉 alongFp〈e〉.

12.2. Proposition.There is a unique map ofZ〈F 〉-rings from�p to the amplification
of Z〈F 〉 along Fp〈e〉, and this map is an isomorphism ofZ〈F 〉-plethories.

Proof. Let P ′ denote the amplification. Because�p is p-torsion-free, 7.2 implies we
need only show that aZ〈F 〉-deformation of aFp〈e〉-ring is the same as ap-torsion-
free�p-ring. But this is just 3.4, the strengthened form of Cartier’s Dieudonné–Dwork
lemma. �

12.3.The same process gives ramified and twisted versions of the Witt ring. LetO be
a Dedekind domain, letk be a residue field of characteristicp, let q be a power of
p, and letF be a lift to O of the endomorphismx �→ xq of k. Then theZ-plethory
Z〈F 〉 acts onO, and we can form the plethoryO〈F 〉 := O ⊗ Z〈F 〉, which maps to
k〈e〉 by F �→ eq . Let M denote the rank-oneO-modulem−1(F −eq), and letB denote
O〈e〉⊗SO(M). One can easily check there is a uniqueO-O-biring structure onB such
that the inclusionB → K〈F 〉 is a map of birings. (The structure maps are similar to
those in (6.6.1).) LetP denote the free pointedO-plethory onB. Then an action of
P on anm-torsion-freeO-ring R is the same (6.6) as a mapB � R → R such that
e � r �→ r, which is the same as an endomorphismF :R → R extending theF on O
such thatF(x) ≡ xq modm for all x ∈ R. Thus anO〈F 〉-deformation of ank〈e〉-ring
is the same as aP-action on anm-torsion-freeO-ring. BecauseP is m-torsion-free,
7.2 gives a canonical isomorphism fromP to the amplification ofO〈F 〉 along k〈e〉.

Whenm is a principal ideal, surely much of this theory agrees with Hazewinkel’s
formula-based approach[8, Chapter 25]to objects of the same name. Any precise results
along these lines would require some proficiency in his theory, which proficiency we
do not have.
It seems worth mentioning, however, that whenm is not principal, it is unlikely

WP (R) has a description in terms of traditional-looking Witt components. The reason
is simply that the analogue ofW2(R), the ring of length-two�p-Witt vectors with
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entries inR, is

RingO(B,R) = RingO(O〈e〉 ⊗ SO(M),R) = R × (m⊗O R),

which is not naturallyR × R (as sets).

12.4. It is also possible to recover� in this manner. For a finite setSof prime numbers,
construct aZ-plethory�S as follows: Let�{} denote theZ-plethoryZ〈	p |p prime〉,
where the	p are ring-like (2.7) and commute with each other. ForS′ = S∪{p}, where
p is a prime not inS, let �S′ denote the amplification of�S along (Fp ⊗�S)/(	

◦n
p −

ep
n | n�0). Using induction, one can construct a natural map�S → � and prove that

�S is torsion-free and that torsion-free�S-rings are the same as torsion-free�{}-rings
such that	p(x) ≡ xpmodp for all p ∈ S. It is also possible to show that�S is
canonically independent of the order of the amplifications.
Using Wilkerson’s result[20] that a torsion-free�-ring is the same a ring equipped

with commuting Adams operations	p such that	p(x) ≡ xpmodp for all primesp,
it follows that the maps�S → � induce an isomorphism from the colimit of the�S

to �.
One could certainly construct variants for rings of integers in general number fields,

as in the single-prime case above.

12.5.Linearization of�p. The additive bialgebra of�p is Z[F ] with comultiplication
F �→ F ⊗ F . (Because�p is torsion-free, additivity can be checked inQ ⊗ �p =
Q〈F 〉, to which 11.2 can be applied.) It follows—either from the traditional, explicit
description (2.13) of�p or from 6.6—that the cotangent spaceC�p

is freely generated
by the image� of �1, the coaction is given by� �→ F ⊗ �, and the mapZ[F ] → Z[�]
is F �→ p�. Note that

�n = p−nFn ≡ �nmod(�p)+,

that is, the two familiar generating sets{�n} and {�◦n1 } of �p agree inC�p
. Also note

that the mapF �→ � is an isomorphism fromA to C�p
of algebras with anA-coaction,

but the canonical map is not this map, or even an isomorphism at all. The general case
of 12.3 is very similar, but there is no canonical element�, only m−1F .

12.6.Linearization of�. The situation for� is essentially the same. Its additive bialge-
bra isZ[	p |p prime] with �:	p �→ 	p⊗	p. The cotangent space isZ[�p |p prime],
and the coaction ofZ[	p |p prime] on Z[�p |p prime] is given by �p �→ 	p ⊗ �p.
The mapZ[	p |p prime] → Z[�p |p prime] is given by	p �→ (−1)pp�p. These can
be checked using Newton’s formulas[15, I(2.11)′].

12.7. The binomial plethory is�/(	n − e | n�1); its additive bialgebra is the trivial
one,Z, and its cotangent algebra isQ.
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12.8.Bloch’s Frobenius.There is an endomorphism of the de Rham–Witt complex[9],
which is usually called Frobenius, but which oni-forms isp−iF , whereF is the actual
Frobenius map. In fact, this endomorphism lifts to the de Rham complex ofW(R):
By 11.4, the element� ∈ CP acts on�1

W(R), but we have� = p−1F ∈ CP , and so�
reduces to Bloch’s Frobenius map in degree 1. In degreei > 0, Bloch’s Frobenius is
�⊗i as in

�⊗i (�1 ∧ · · · ∧ �i ) = �(�1) ∧ · · · ∧ �(�i ).

We remarked above that there is an isomorphism ofA�p
andC�p

of algebras with
an A�p

-coaction identifyingF and � but that this is not the canonical map. This is
perhaps a pleasant explanation of the meaning of the well-known fact that Bloch’s is
a Frobenius operator even though it is notthe Frobenius operator.
For the variant of�p over a general integer ringO at a primem, the compati-

bility between any generalization of Bloch’s Frobenius map and the true one would
involve some choice of uniformizer, and so it would be a mistake to try to find such
a generalization. Instead it is theO-line m−iF⊗i = (m−1F)⊗i that acts.

12.9. Remark. The perfect closure(Fp〈e〉)p−∞ of the ring Fp〈e〉 has a uniqueFp-
plethory structure compatible with that ofFp〈e〉. Let Z〈F ◦±1〉 denote the free
Z-plethory on the group bialgebraZ[F,F−1] of Z. Then the map of plethoriesZ〈F ◦±1〉
→ (Fp〈e〉)p−∞ is a surjection. One can show the amplificationP of this map is the
plethory push-out, or amalgamated product, of�p and Z〈F ◦±1〉 over Z〈F 〉. Its Witt
functor is particularly interesting and useful: ifV is anFp-ring, WP (V ) is Ainf (V/Zp),
the universalp-adic formal pro-infinitesimalZp-thickening ofV, in the sense of Fontaine
[7, 1.2].
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